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A large-scale computer is one of the primary tools in the 

meteorological sciences. All phases of meteorological research use 

some computing and for certain important disciplines, such as 

dynamic meteorology, it is practically the only tool. Modern high

speed weather prediction techniques could not have been devised 

without a computer.

The primary purpose of the NCAR Computing Facility is to provide 

computing to all phases of meteorological research. A computer large 

and fast enough to solve all the important meteorological problems 

which could be formulated today would stagger the imagination. 

Therefore it is up to the Computing Facility to provide the very 

best computing service possible consistent with budgetary limitations, 

computer availability, and programmer availability. There is one 

other aspect which inhibits growth. This is the large amount of time 

and effort required on the part of the scientist to correctly 

formulate some of the large problems. At times, even if programmers 

and machine time were available, no further use could be made of the 

machine due to this limitation. So far we have maintained a 

successful balance between programmers, budget and available computing 

time. Coupled with the aim of bringing the best possible computing 

facilities to bear on important meteorological problems is the 

responsibility to develop new techniques when the need arises and 

to improve existing computing techniques.

Although the Computing Facility is available to the scientific 

community at large, the greatest single portion of computer use has 

been for scientific projects developed within NCAR itself. This is 

partially due to the history of the computing group. Before it became 

a Facility (and hence available to the outside user), it was within

I . SUMMARY
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the Laboratory of Atmospheric Sciences (LAS) and only serviced 

NCAR pro j e c t s .

The primary tool of the Computing Facility is the CDC 3600 

computer. (A complete listing of the Facility's equipment will be 

found in Appendix A.) The Facility maintained and operated all of 

the equipment which it used during the year with the exception of 

plotting equipment. A substantial amount of plotting was done on the 

Calcomp located at the University of Colorado.

Almost all of the activity in which we engaged can be placed 

in two categories: the maintenance and development of the 3600 and 

all the support features which relate to this; and, second, the 

preparation for installing the 6600. A total of approximately 

40,677 jobs were run on the 3600 as contrasted with 18,500 in 1964. 

The computer load ranged from 199 hours in February to 614 hours in 

August. The average was approximately 455 hours per month. This 

has been a relatively quiet year, marked primarily by a steady 

increase in use by both NCAR and non-NCAR scientists.

Although this is a public report, it also serves the Computing 

Facility as a history of its growth and therefore it will deal 

primarily with the technical problems of operating such a facility. 

This should not lead one to the conclusion that the function of the 

Computing Facility has been lost in the technical maze. It is 

impossible to overemphasize the need for large-scale computing in 

the meteorological sciences and to fill this need remains the 

Computing Facility's primary goal.
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A. 3600 Operations Development

Since the 3600 has been installed for over a year, the great 

majority of procedures relating to the use of the 3600 have already 

been introduced. A  few innovations were made.

1. Scheduling

Color-coded stack sheets have been introduced to segregate 

jobs by the estimated compute time and the number of pages of output. 

This gives the scheduler a better picture of our workload and how to 

cope with it. Statistics which now come from the scheduling area 

include an accurate record of the workload and of the turnaround 

time (i.e., the time elapsed from a program's entering the computer 

room until the results are returned to the scheduling r o o m ) .

Ed Germann programmed the computer to compute the average turnaround 

from the stack sheets.

We installed a public address system throughout the computing 

area in October, primarily to help run the 6600 when it is installed. 

This allows the scheduler to talk directly to the operators and vice 

versa. The public address system will be moved to Table Mountain 

along with the computer.

The scheduling room itself was enlarged for ease in handling 

traffic and filing output.

2. Accounting

A few new forms have been added to the operation. One is 

a User's Processing Sheet which gives a more rapid method of logging 

in a new scientist and assigning new project numbers, etc. The 

Accounting Summarization is a report which offers a synopsis of 

total computer usage, broken down by quarter and totalled for the

II. DEVELOPMENT
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y e a r . We have introduced keypunch reports kept by the head 

keypunch operator, Georgia Sprague, which give an accurate 

record, month by month, of keypunch jobs in process and the 

amount of backlog.

3. Microfilm

In the fall of the year a new piece of output machinery 

was added to the 3600, called the d d 8 0 . Essentially, the dd80 is 

a cathode ray tube and high speed camera, under control of the 

3600. If the correct orders are given, the cathode ray tube may 

be made to exhibit a straight line or a point. This is registered 

on the film of the camera. When enough lines and/or points have 

been shown to the camera, the film can be advanced under program 

control. The cathode ray tube may also be programmed to exhibit 

letters of various sizes so that not only may graphs be drawn but 

text may be written on the tube and thence transferred to the film.

The maximum speed is approximately thirty frames per second.

The microfilm process has the advantage that the machine may turn 

out a tremendous amount of output in a relatively short space of 

time; it is also more conveniently stored as microfilm.

Once the film is exposed, it must be developed before it can 

be viewed. At present we have no hard copy output,so that the 

scientist must use the microfilm viewer. We have purchased eleven 

reader-printers for this purpose -- Filmac 400, made by 3M. These 

printers display an 8 % " x l l "  image from the microfilm. Within a few 

seconds, you may obtain a hard copy print of the display from the 

reader-printer. Although the printing of this hard copy is a wet 

process, it dries so rapidly that the paper may be handled immediately.

In preparation for developing the microfilm, room 24 in PSR 2 

was completely remodeled. It was outfitted with a sink, a cabinet, 

and a small darkroom. For developing the film, a processor was
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purchased from Fulton Industries. The Fulton processor is a single 

phase operation; i.e., exposed microfilm is inserted at one end and, 

after going through developers, redevelopers, bleaches, washes, etc., 

the developed film emerges at the other end at the rate of 26 feet 

per minute. After the film is developed, it is edited and returned 

to the scheduling area where it is available to the users.

The dd80 was installed on August 20, 1965 and the first film 

was processed on September 1. At first the dd80 gave us quite a bit 

of trouble and therefore was not accepted until December 14. By 

the end of the year, 6,420 feet of 35mm film had been exposed and 

p r o c e s s e d .

In December we completed our first computer-generated weather 

movie, which was for Dr. David Houghton. The results were excellent. 

Currently we are using the dd80 only for making plots, graphs and 

movies, with little annotation. However, in the future we hope 

that much of our regular output will be processed on microfilm, 

including program lists and dumps.

B. 6600

The systems group spent the first months of 1965 attempting to 

evaluate progress on both the official (SIPROS) and the unofficial 

(COS or Chippewa Operating System) software that CDC was preparing 

for their 6600 customers. SIPROS appeared far from completion. To 

gain additional insight, we decided to try to run some test jobs.

After much delay, CDC agreed to let us have some machine time. This 

test took place in April on the 6600 installed at Los Angeles. Only 

one of the ten Fortran programs we tried would execute on both systems. 

On the basis of this one program, there appeared to be at least a 

two to one difference in execution speed between COS and SIPROS 

(in favor of COS). Thus the official software was found to be'not 

only incomplete, but slow.
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Because of these considerations, we decided at this point to 

use the COS system and bent all our efforts in this direction.

We had originally planned to have the 6600 installed on July 1; 

however, the machine was not ready for shipping at that time, so 

CDC delayed delivery until August. By August we had become 

convinced that the software CDC could furnish at that time would 

be totally inadequate (both COS and SIPROS were incomplete) and so, 

in keeping with the contract, we took the maximum delay. This 

postponed delivery until the middle of September. During this 

period, we became so dissatisfied with the software and the 

performance of the hardware in the then-existing 6600 installation 

(at Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin) that we were seriously considering 

methods of postponing delivery of the machine indefinitely.

In order to answer our objections, on August 10th CDC proposed 

the following solution: they would furnish 3600 Fortran for the 6600. 

When this was completed to our satisfaction, we would start a series 

of pre-acceptance tests on the machine while it was still located in 

Wisconsin. The machine must run for 20 hours a day for five days, 

with a 90% uptime before it would be considered ready for shipping. 

Because of our fear that we, even then, would have months without an 

operational computer, CDC agreed to remove the 3600 and install it 

locally, at their expense, exclusively for our use during the 6600 

acceptance test here at NCAR.

During the pre-acceptance testing, virtually the entire systems 

and operations staffs, as well as Dr. Lewis, Mrs. Adams and Mr. Kay, 

made trips to Wisconsin. The purposes of these trips were manifold 

-- not only to check on progress and oversee the testing, but to 

familiarize ourselves with the machine. As a result, most of the 

staff has become acquainted with the operation of the 6600 and will 

thus require a shorter orientation period after its installation 

in Boulder.
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In the early part of December, the 6600 passed the pre-acceptance 

test and, on December 27th, it was shipped from Chippewa Falls.

Besides the long testing period in Wisconsin, many chores had to 

be accomplished here at NCAR preparatory to the arrival of the 6600.

During the early part of the year we converted the 3600 version of our 

Ascent assembler to 6600 language and made a number of improvements.

As the year progressed, we slowly started to implement our own monitor, 

since it had become evident that CDC would not finish SIPROS on time 

nor would the operating system for COS be adequate. Before the 6600 

was shipped, much of the monitor was functional on a simulation run 

on the 3600. A good deal, however, remains to be done after the 

6600 arrives. Our major difficulty lies with the Fortran compiler 

since we are not convinced that CDC will develop a compiler that 

will provide a 6600 user with the speed potential that has been 

provided by the hardware.

Our monitor is a series of peripheral processor and central 

memory programs that have been designed to give us equal or better 

control of job sequencing than that available on the 3600. The 

control cards and operating modes were made similar to those on the 

3600 so that a minimum of change and confusion will result from the 

c hangeover.
I

There are two routines for central. The first, CM (for central 

monitor), controls all I/O references from the object program. It 

includes an input buffer from which input data is taken by an object 

code and an output buffer into which print lines, punch cards, and 

dd80 frames are placed. The second central routine, the loader, 

gathers relocatable binary information from all sources and merges 

these with library subroutines to form a complete program.

The peripherals and central are controlled by an overall monitor 

placed in the first peripheral processor, PPO. Each peripheral has a 

resident subroutine that reads up packages designed to do the tasks
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that have been requested by the overall monitor in PPO. Thus PPO 

parcels out the I/O tasks that are required by central programs and, 

in some cases, by the peripherals themselves. PPO schedules work 

for central and causes all central routines to be called and 

e x ecuted.

A  console control routine will be called into a peripheral 

processor and this is the interface between the system and the 

operator.

There is an input monitor that prepares the input file for 

each job. It interprets control cards and sets flag cells for the 

further control of the job by PPO. Further, it compresses the blanks 

from all cards and sets flags into the buffer so that the blanks can 

be reinserted when necessary. This data compression, which is used 

by all processors handling BCD input or output, should increase the 

amount of data available with each buffer by a fair amount.

An output monitor and scheduler control the output of all 

output files. The job with the least output is processed first and 

the dd80 overlay is called into action in another peripheral if there 

is dd80 output for a job. Further, the output monitor handles two 

printers and the punch without using additional peripheral processors.

We have also coded and partially checked a disc driver, a tape 

driver, and a routine that handles interrupt dumps for central 

routines.

Outside of the monitor, a large number of changes are being 

implemented in the Fortran compiler, so that it will function with 

the rest of the system.

C. Data Collection

Several weather centrals produce numerical information on 

magnetic tape, showing the atmospheric motion and temperature at 

various heights. Roy Jenne, our Data Systems Analyst, is trying to
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obtain a fairly complete set of the available analyses, since they 

are useful in studying the general circulation of the atmosphere and 

in checking computer models designed to simulate the atmosphere.

At the beginning of 1965, our main data holdings consisted of 

about twenty selected months of analyses valid from 1959 through 

1963, from the National Meteorological Center (NMC). These numerical 

analyses (on a grid with 1977 points) give information on atmospheric 

states for much of the northern hemisphere. Mr. Jenne completed the 

formatting of the data on hand and has obtained and formatted NMC 

analyses from January 1964 through September 1965. He will continue 

to extend this data set and will also obtain the NMC analyses above 

60,000 feet, which have been made during the last eighteen months.

We obtained the set of USAF Northern Hemisphere analyses (surface 

to 100,000 feet) for the period 1959 to 1965. These analyses include 

information on atmospheric moisture and cloudiness. We have Navy 

analyses for one month and hope to obtain their set of analyses which 

includes ocean current and temperature information.

Under a 433L project several years ago, data were hand read for 

1000 points on each of about 22,000 analyzed Northern Hemisphere 

weather maps covering the period 1955 to 1960. The complete set of 

these data had never been error corrected and, to reduce the manual 

effort necessary, a computer program was written to detect and correct 

the errors. However, a good deal of manual effort was still necessary 

to monitor the machine corrections and to provide help in correcting 

complicated error patterns. A  summer student, Bruce Woodworth, was 

able to help with the latter problem.

We had world surface elevation data for one degree squares punched 

and Walter Oney, another summer student, wrote a computer program to 

format them on tape.

Alan Kay wrote a program to format Navy grid information and is 

working on several others, including a sorting program, to handle data 

on the CDC 6600.
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A  system was devised to keep track of the growing number of 

magnetic tapes, and programs were written to inventory information 

on individual tapes. Various programs were written to access and 

process other data.

Requests were made for data here and at the National Weather 

Records Center. Many of the requests involved the use of the grid 

data. Others involved obtaining weather observations for such 

diverse places as North America, Ascension Island, and Little America.

D. Research

The following publications by Computing Facility staff members 

appeared during 1965:

John Gary:

"Hyman's Method Applied to the General Eigenvalue Problem," 

Mathematics of Computation, Volume 19, No. 90, April 1965. 

"Computing Eigenvalues of Ordinary Differential Equations by 

Finite Differences," Mathematics of Computation, July 1965.

"A Computer Survey of Linear Atmospheric Instability," NCAR 

Preprint Memo No. 6413.

Glenn E. Lewis:

"Analytic Continuation Using Numerical Methods," Methods in 

Computational P h y s i c s , Volume 4, Academic Press, 1965.

Roy L. Jenne:

"A World Data System for Computer Input," (informal 

write-up), 1965.
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A. 3600 Usage

Substantial growth in usage was reflected, both in the number 

of outside users and in an increased number of groups within NCAR 

who are utilizing the computer's services. The volume of work put 

through the computer in 1964 averaged 1,800 jobs per month; the last 

quarter of 1965 has shown an increase to an average of 4,000 jobs 

per month. The workload started with 240 hours in January, curving 

up to a high of over 600 hours in August, and remaining at a fairly 

steady 550 hours during the last quarter of the year. (The saturation 

point on the computer, depending upon the type of work submitted, 

is 550 hours!) We have been running a three-shift operation all year 

and, since May, the demand has required a seven day operation, 

twenty-four hours a day. (See Appendix B.) Most months have 

contained less than five hours of down time, which is a very 

satisfactory figure.

New equipment installed during the year includes not only the 

dd80 mentioned earlier, but an additional tape unit and printer 

which were added on June 7.

As usual we have serviced only individual scientific users 

(both NCAR and non-NCAR) with the exception of the National Bureau 

of Standards. NBS used 31.5 hours of 3600 time during the spring, 

prior to obtaining their own CDC 3600.

B. Keypunching

The keypunching volume has increased from approximately 20,000 

cards in January to an approximate 60,000 cards in December, with a 

backlog of 30,000 cards. Approximately 80%, of the keypunching' is 

data, 10% Fortran, and 10% miscellaneous (Ascent, Compass, etc.).

III. OPERATIONS
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In order to keep up with this increased volume, we have added one 

keypunch machine this year and have a total of six more on order 

for 1966.

C. Plotter Usage

Throughout the year a fair amount of plotting was done on the 

Calcomp plotter located in the CU Graduate School Computing Center. 

The use of this plotter was encouraged in order to prepare the 

scientist for the installation of the dd80. A total of 350 hours 

was used during the year with a peak of 53 hours used in August.
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A. New Employees

Three computer operators were added in 1965: Walter Lukasik, 

in March; Richard Frank, in April; and Dick Patrick, who was 

transferred into the department in September. Fred Walden was 

employed on June 1st to take over the microfilm duties.

New keypunch operators include Georgia Sprague, who joined 

NCAR in February, Carol Beardsley (April), and Bonnie Pieper 

(November). Since our previous keypunchers left during the year, 

these three represent our present complement of keypunchers.

Georgianna Short joined our staff on June 15th as scheduler.

Betty Bloom, who joined the staff in March as Ed Germann's 

secretary, has set up major bookkeeping and accounting programs 

within the operation.

Several new mathematical programmers joined us during the year: 

Joyce Takamine (March), Donald Williston (June), Gerard Roach 

(August), and Joseph Oliger (September). In addition, we had four 

summer students who worked with us from June to September:

Charles Anderson, Walter Oney, John Sopka, and Bruce Woodworth.

B. Panel

The Computing Facility Advisory Panel met twice in 1965; the 

first meeting was on February 1 and 2. One of the most significant 

decisions reached was that NCAR would not accept 'block' type requests 

for computer time. Concern was expressed over the small amount of 

free time being used, but this was tempered by the knowledge that 

several potential large users were awaiting delivery of the 6600. 

Discussion of the proposed NBS/NCAR joint computer usage concluded

IV. ADMINISTRATION
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that NCAR must maintain control of the computer but establish a 

mutually agreeable arrangement which would make time available to 

NBS on a reimbursable basis acceptable to the National Science 

Foundation. The Panel recommended acquisition of the dd80 display 

unit and endorsed the publication of a non-scheduled casual newsletter. 

Considerable discussion was devoted to the manner in which NCAR now 

charges for computer time; it was felt that, if possible, it would 

be best for N CAR to charge for use and be prepared to return the 

receipts to the U. S. Treasury.

The second meeting was held September 16 and 17. There was 

general agreement that it would be beneficial to inform potential 

users of the Facility's services; to this end, a member of the staff 

will visit a number of universities. Satisfaction was expressed by 

the Panel at the way the NBS/NCAR joint usage had been handled; the 

experiment had concluded with NBS' acquisition of their own 3600.

The panel rejected a proposed $20/hour fee for all users -- both 

within and without NCAR -- and re-endorsed the policy of making 25% 

of computer time available to non-NCAR atmospheric science users.

The Panel agreed that as long as NCAR was not committed to either 

purchase, lease, or accept any machine which might result, it would 

be worthwhile to pursue a joint study with IBM to design a computer 

capable of solving intricate meteorological problems.
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A. 6600

We have completed all floor layouts for the 6600 computer location 

at 30th Street. All electrical, plumbing and lighting problems seem to 

be solved. Also, all preparation is finished for the temporary 3600 

location at Prince Street in Littleton.

All layouts are completed, as well, for the Table Mountain site.

The computer room has been fully laid out for equipment location, 

power and lighting requirements. The microfilm, keypunch and 

scheduling areas have also been designed. We have, in short, set up 

relatively concrete plans as to the manner in which the entire computer 

operation will function after the move.

For a long time we have felt the disc to be inadequate because of 

its extremely long seek time -- nearly one quarter of a second. In 

order to overcome this deficiency, we have amended the contract so 

that a new drum configuration will be delivered some time in the summer 

of 1966.

The following is the proposed configuration:

Qty Model and Description

1 6604 central computer: with 65,635 words of magnetic core storage,
ten peripheral processors with storage, power, and cooling apparatus.

1 6602 console display; with associated controller

1 6603 disc system; with associated controller

9 6681 data channel converter

1 3623 magnetic tape controller

8 607 magnetic tape transport

2 3436 drum storage controllers

4 861 drum storage

1 3447 card reader controller

V . PLANNING
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(configuration, continued)

1 405 high speed card reader

2 3256 line printer controller

2 501 high speed line printer

1 3446 card punch controller

1 415 card punch

1 dd80 cathode ray tube microfilm recorder

We feel that with a drum-oriented system we will have one of 

the fastest computers in the world.

B. Data Collection

In November, Roy Jenne completed a writeup on "A World Data 

System for Computer Input." In this study he considered some of 

the problems involved in a system under which most common world 

meteorological observations would be made available on magnetic tape 

for computer input* The study will be extended and coordinated with 

other agencies.

C. Prospective Users

In accordance with the Advisory Panel's suggestion, a number of 

universities will be contacted personally by a member of the Computing 

Facility staff. It has been noted that the majority of our present 

non-NCAR users are either nearby universities or those where a faculty 

member has at some time been associated with NCAR. In order to 

better acquaint other institutions with our services, Roy Jenne will 

visit some ten or twelve schools to explain our function, outline our 

services, and answer questions. The Panel feels that in this way we 

can best fulfill our expressed mission of serving as a national 

facility to the atmospheric sciences community.
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D. Summer Work-Study Program

We have observed an extremely rapid growth in the use of large- 

scale computers in scientific work, but some field work is essential 

in the training of students in meteorology and related fields. In 

recognition of this need, we are offering a small work-study program 

to students at or above the third-year level at universities across 

the country. The program is an outgrowth of our experience with students 

whom we have employed in previous summers, under the supervision of 

Jeanne Adams. Mrs. Adams has spent some time (in addition to her 

other duties) in trying to devise optimal teaching techniques for 

such a summer program. She feels that most computer training is 

much too regimented and that much better results are obtained if 

the computer-programmer situation is thought of as an exploratory 

environment. This is in accordance with some of the work of 

Dr. Omar K. Moore on autotelic response environments.

No more than nine students will be selected for this program on 

the basis of study (atmospheric-science related), scholarship, and 

faculty recommendation. Their transportation to Boulder and a small 

salary will be provided for the summer months, during which time they 

will participate in a workshop providing direct programming experience. 

After an orientation period to acquaint them with the computer, the 

students will either be assigned scientific programming for an NCAR 

scientist, or will engage in their own research, using the Computing 

Facility. Our past experience with summer students indicates that 

this experiment will be highly profitable for everyone involved.

The students will have an opportunity to learn programming and gain 

'field experience' in their chosen vocation; NCAR will be fulfilling 

part of its stated mission in helping educate, scientists in the 

atmospheric sciences and will help further that mission by acquainting 

a greater number of individuals and universities with the services 

we offer.
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E. Future Machines

We are conducting a study of computer requirements for 

anticipated atmospheric problems, with an eye toward obtaining a 

computer which can handle them. We wish to determine how large and 

fast a computer we need in order to insure reasonable progress on 

numerical models for the general circulation of the atmosphere and 

on numerical models for convection processes. We would also like 

to gain some insight into the optimal logical organization of such 

a machine.

IBM has formed a group of seven me n  from various parts of their 

organization to consider computer requirements in the atmospheric 

sciences. We are working with this group, which is headed by 

Harwood Kolsky of the IBM Systems Research and Development Center 

in Palo Alto, California. We have had several visits with Kolsky 

and other people from IBM. On October 8, 1965 we had a meeting 

in Boulder with the full IBM group, including Ballance, Cooley, 

Johnson, Langois, Senzig and Tadjbashjh. This meeting was attended 

by seven people from NCAR. The visitors from IBM discussed some of 

their research in numerical methods for atmospheric problems, some 

timing studies that they have made on a general circulation model, 

and also a proposal for a high speed parallel computer. Another 

meeting is planned for February 1966.

We have also had a meeting (in December, with a second planned 

for January 1966) with Professor Daniel Slotnick of the University of 

Illinois. He is currently engaged in the design of a high speed, 

large capacity parallel computer which will be built within the next 

two or three years. We have prepared and presented to Slotnick's 

group an estimate of the storage, speed and I/O requirements posed 

by a general circulation problem in the hopes that the machine can 

be designed so as to be able to handle our numerical models. We have
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also prepared a simple test problem for their use. This program is 

patterned after one type of general circulation program and contains 

some of the same difficulties. Akira Kasahara, Glenn Lewis,

Douglas Lilly, Paul Rotar, Philip Thompson and Warren Washington, and 

others at NCAR, have been involved in this study and in the effort 

with IBM.



APPENDIX A

EQUIPMENT

CDC 3600

T1-T2 tape controller 

S1-S2 magnetic core storage 

C1-C2 computer module 

C3-C4 computer module 

D1-D2 data interchange 
P1-P2 peripheral controller 

606 tape transports 

3600 console

CDC 160-A

1 403 reader

2 1612 printer

1 160-A computer

1 523 card punch

1 170 control unit

1 162 tape synchronizer

Electronic Accounting Machines

1 056 verifier

7 026 keypunches

1 407 printer

1 557 reproducer
1 514 interpreter

1 082 sorter



APPENDIX B

COMPUTER USE —  1965

Hours

Administration
Finance .1
Administrative Services 7.3

Control Data Corporation
(reruns to correct computer errors) 66.1

National Bureau of Standards 31.5

Facilities Division
Scientific Aviation Facility .5
Scientific Balloon Facility 6.3

Library (NCAR) 16.2

Scientific Computing Facility 405.3

Director's Office 11.9
Field Observing Facility .2

High Altitude Observatory

Atmospheric Radiation 53.4

Balloon Astronomy .4
Geomagnetism and Ionosphere 3.2

Interplanetary Space 1.8
Radio Astronomy 7.6

Solar Atmosphere 106.0

The Stratosphere 7.4

Vacuum Spectroscopy 1140.6

Stellar Interiors and Plasma Theory 13.3

Solar Chromosphere 5.6

Theoretical Studies 26.9
Shock Tube Studies .6

Laboratory of Atmospheric Science

Aerocolloids Systems 9.7
Atmospheric Electricity 27.2

Atmospheric Optics and Radiation 145.9
Atmospheric Physics .2

Cloud Physics 6.6 

Dynamical Aspects of Atmospheric Circulation 2012.8

Air Surface Interactions 421.5
Isotope Geophysics 83.4

Plasma Physics 5.6

Ozone and Stratospheric Circulation 19.2

Synoptic Meteorology 33.0



APPENDIX B, Continued

Advanced

Non-NCAR

TOTAL

Free:

Paying:

COMPUTER USE -- 1965

Study Program

Usage 

Cost-free 

Average cost

79.8

429.3

244.5

5,430.9

NON-NCAR USERS

Colorado State University 215.547

University of Michigan 176.079 

Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics 23.368
University of Wisconsin 8.717

University of Colorado 3.988

Colorado School of Mines 0.967

Imperial College (London) 0.663

429.329

University of Colorado 158.184

South Dakota School of Mines and Technology 29.056

Colorado State University 21.269

University of Denver 19.769

National Bureau of Standards 14.102

Texas Christian University 1.682

U. S. Department of Mental Health 0.429

244.491



APPENDIX B. Continued 

HOURLY USAGE BY MONTH -- 1965

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Total

240.76 

198.57 

382.87

366.76 

486.78 

536.55 

602.82 

614.14 

488.29 

541.68 

545.59 

526.52

Non-NCAR

Usage

60.51

45.14

56.14 

45.21 

62.98 

29.62

117.58

74.94

49.68

51.65

39.66 

40.44

Total 5,531.33 673.55



APPENDIX C

ORGANIZATION CHART —  1965

Glenn E . Lewis, Head 

John M. Gary, Scientist ! Dorrit Nesmith, Secretary

Data Systems Systems 

Analysis Programming

Roy Jenne* 

Alan C . Kay

David L. Kitts 

Paul A. Rotar* 

Robert Working

*

**
Group head

In charge of 

trainees
*** In charge of 

outside users

S - Starting date 
T - Termination date

.Ma thematic a 1 

Programming

Jeanne Adams**

Robert Biro

Margaret Drake

Chester Ellis

Sylvia Hargreaves

Richard Korts 

(T - 9/20)

Gary Meeker

Jack Miller

Bernard O'Lear

Joseph Oliger 

(S - 9/22)

Gerard Roach 

(S - 8/16)

Machine Operations

Edward A. Germann, Manager 

Operations Secretary

Donald Austin
i
Richard Frank 

(S - 4/12)

Wendell Franks

Benjamin Klepac

Walter Lukasik 

(S - 3/22)
'
Richard Patrick 

(S - 8/16)

Film Processing

Betty Bloom 

(S - 3/10)'

Keypunching

David Robertson

Paul Swarztrauber***

Joyce Takamine 

(S - 3/1)

Loren Wagner 

(T - 4/16)

Hugh Walker

Larry Williams

Donald Williston 

(S - 6/7)

Fred Walden 

(S - 6/1)

Carol Beardsley 

(S - 4/12)

Bonnie Pleper 

(S - 11/15)

Georgia Sprague* 

(S - 2/2)

Scheduling

Suzanne Hedgecock 

(T - 3/26)

Georgianna Short 

(S - 6/16)


